
Exploring The Web - Chapter 3

REVIEW:

1. What are the ten standard fonts?
 
  Times New Roman
  Georgia
  Courier
  Serif
  Arial
  Verdana
  Helvetica
  Geneva
  Sans serif
  Corsiva

2. What HTML tag allow you to control which fonts are seen by the viewer on your site?

  <font face=“verdana>Enter text here</font>

  The face attribute of <font> is not supported by HTML5. You will have to use CSS instead.

  <p style=“font-family: verdana”>

3. Which two fonts were developed specifically for web use?

  Georgia & Verdana

4. What is a font family?

  A font family is a group of variations on a single font. i.e.: bold, italic, condensed, narrow, etc.

5. Define the following:

 a. x-height - The height of the lowercase letter x

 b. baseline - The line that the base, or the bottom of the letters are aligned on.

 c. ascenders - The parts of the font that go above the x-height line. i.e.: lowercase letters b, d, f, h, k & l

 d. descenders - The parts of the font that go below the x-height line. i.e.: lowercase letters y, g, q, & p

 e. leading - The vertical space between two lines of type. It can improve readability between lines.

 f. kerning - The space between individual letters. Kerning can only affect one letter at a time. It can 
improve readability between letters.

 g. tracking - The spacing between all letters in a line. Tracking can reset the spacing for all of the letters 
in an entire word, a group of words or the entire document all at once.

 h. scale - It is used to reset the height and width of your text. Scale does not affect spacing.

 



 

6. What is the difference between serif and sans serif? Demonstrate by naming a serif font and a sans-serif 
font.

 
  The letters in serif fonts have tails at the end of the strokes. Times New Roman, Georgia & 
Courier are all examples of serif fonts. 

  
  Sans means “without”. Sans serif fonts do not have tails at the end of the strokes. Arial, Verdana, 
Helvetica & Geneva are sans serif fonts.


